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The elastodynamic response of the transformation-toughened ceramics under a time-harmonic 
stress wave is investigated. A phenomenological model is proposed to describe the 
situation, which involves the interaction between an incident stress wave and a dynamic 
inhomogeneity with a stress-induced martensitic transformation. The most 
important assumption made in this model is that the stress-induced transformation can be 
treated as completely reversible. The solution for this model is obtained by combining 
solutions to a scattering problem, a dynamic inhomogeneity problem, and a static 
inhomogeneity problem. An exact closed form solution is obtained for the dynamic 
inhomogeneity problem. The numerical results for the zirconia-toughened ceramics suggest 
that, under the high-frequency dynamic loading, the transformation-toughened 
ceramics might lose its toughness due to a relatively large tension field caused by the 
dynamically transforming zirconia particle. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Zirconia toughened ceramics is a remarkable material, 
which has a high strength, a high elastic modulus, a good 
thermal shock resistance, and an improved toughness, 
etc.im3 Most of the good qualities are common in many 
ceramic materials. The improved toughness is, however, 
the distinguished character of the zirconia-toughened ce- 
ramics, which is made possible through the transforma- 
tion-toughening by zirconia particles. The transformation- 
toughening utilizes the stress-induced phase transforma- 
tion of zirconia particles (tetragonal -+ monoclinic), which 
is accompanied by a volumetric expansion. There are 
mainly three mechanisms which contribute to the transfor- 
mation-toughening: 1*2*4 (i) the energy absorption by the 
stress-induced martensitic transformation of zirconia par- 
ticles (t-Zr02> near the crack tip, (ii) the nucleation of 
matrix cracks around the transformed particles (m- 
ZrOz), and (iii) the deflection of cracks near zirconia par- 
ticles (m or t). 

A considerable amount of research has been done to 
understand the mechanisms of the transformation-tough- 
ening by zirconia particles. ‘*w-‘~ All of these studies have 
been for the transformation-toughening of ceramics under 
either a static or a quai-static environment. To the best of 
the authors’ knowledge, however, no such work has been 
performed for the transformation-toughening of ceramics 
under a fully dynamic environment. By the fully dynamic 
environment is meant one of the following situations: (i) 
the dynamic crack propagation in a transformation-tough- 
ened ceramics under a constant loading, (ii) the quasi- 
static crack propagation in a transformation-toughened ce- 
ramics under a dynamic loading, (iii) the dynamic crack 
propagation in a transformation-toughened ceramics under 
a dynamic loading. None of these problems is simple. In 

this paper, as a prerequisite for solving problems (ii) and 
(iii), the dynamic behavior of the transformation-tough- 
ened ceramics under a dynamic loading is investigated. 

No cracks are involved in our problem. The dynamic 
response of the zirconia-toughened ceramics under a dy- 
namic loading is studied. A couple of assumptions and 
simplifications are made to model the problem. The most 
important assumption is that the stress-induced marten- 
sitic transformation of the zirconia particle can be treated 
as completely reversible. ’ **I3 Also by assuming the dilute 
concentration of zirconia particles, we neglect the multi- 
particle interaction of zirconia particles with the incident 
time-harmonic stress wave. Furthermore, we only consider 
the axisymmetric dynamic transformation strain. Since we 
are primarily concerned with a local elastic field in and 
around the zirconia particle, with the above assumptions, 
the zirconia-toughened ceramics is modeled as an infinite 
elastic medium containing a single spherical dynamic in- 
homogeneity under the time-harmonic stress wave. In our 
recent paper,14 we have treated a spherical dynamic inclu- 
sion problem in an attempt to understand the fundamental 
feature of the dynamic behavior of the transformation- 
toughened ceramics. In that paper, the interaction between 
the zirconia particle and the incident stress wave was ne- 
glected. Also the zirconia particle was treated as an inclu- 
sion (the same material as the matrix) instead of an in- 
homogeneity, where the elastic property is different from 
that of the matrix. Thus our present study stands as an 
extension of our previous studyI as long as the dynamic 
transformation strain is axisymmetric. 

The solution for the phenomenological model is ob- 
tained by combining solutions to a scattering problem, a 
dynamic inhomogeneity problem, and a static inhomoge- 
neity problem. Scattering by a spherical particle has been 
treated by Pao and Mow.” An exact closed form solution 
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FIG. 1. Plane longitudinal wave incident on a dynamically transforming 
spherical inhomogeneity. 

; is obtained for the dynamic inhomogeneity problem by fol- 
I lowing their approach. Numerical results are shown for the 

zirconia-toughened alumina ceramics. These numerical re- 
I sults suggest that, under high-frequency dynamic loading, 
I the transformation-toughened ceramics might lose some of 
I their toughness due to a relatively large tension field caused 

by the dynamically transforming zirconia particle. 

II. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 

The geometry of the problem is shown in Fig. 1. The 
matrix and the inhomogeneity are denoted as 1 and 2, 
respectively. A longitudinal wave is incident upon the 
spherical inhomogeneity a. A phase transformation of the 
inhomogeneity fl is induced by the incident longitudinal 
stress wave. We model this phase transformation by the 
following eigenstrain et(t) . 

1 
e$(t)=Te$[e-2i0’+ 11, (1) 

where w is the angular frequency of the incident wave. The 
reason for the doubled frequency 20 for the dynamic in- 
homogeneity is that the phase transformation is modeled to 
occur in both tension and compression stress fields caused 
by the incident stress wave (see Fig. 2). Furthermore, it is 
assumed here that the tension and compression fields pro- 
duce the same amount of transformation strain, which may 
not be the case in general. It is also implicitly assumed in 
Eq. ( 1) that the transformation strain is proportional to 
the square of the value of the incident longitudinal stress. It 
should be also mentioned here that only the real part of 
e$ (t) is taken as physically meaningful. The assumed re- 
versibility of our model ( 1) for the eigenstrain e$( t) is 
partially supported by the experimental observations by 
Marshall and James” and by Reyes-Morel et all3 The 
governing equations are 

a ;, j=plii;, (24 

t7 f=Cikfi& in R3 - C$ t2b) 

1 
&=i (t&j + uj,k>, (2c) 

2 :. 2 
cT g, j'PZ"i f (34 

FIG. 2. Phase transformation (solid line) induced by an incident stress 
wave (dashed line). 

0 i= cjk*(& - et*) in Il, t3b) 

1 
e&=2 t& + uik), (3c) 

where pm and C$!!l are a mass density and an elasticity 
tensor of the material m ( = 1 or 2), respectively. In all of 
the following calculations, the material isotropy is assumed 
for both the material 1 and 2. The boundary conditions are 

uf& 
‘1 ’ (T ipj= l7 f$?lj 

at r=a, (4) 

where nj is a unit normal to the surface of the spherical 
inhomogeneity Q and a is the radius of the sphere. The 
incident longitudinal wave is given by 

i 
@, _ ~ Q(kl,r- cot), 3 

ku 

where i, is a unit vector in the z direction, and 

k,,=$ CLI= &I +4&l. (6) 

The constant factor in (5) is chosen so as to make the 
strain amplitude derived from (5) unity. 

Due to the linearity of the governing equations (2) and 
(3), our problem can be decomposed into three subprob- 
lems: scattering, dynamic inhomogeneity, and static inho- 
mogeneity. In the following sections these subproblems 
will be treated in detail. 

Ill. SCATTERING 

Scattering of a plane longitudinal wave by a spherical 
inhomogeneity has been treated by Pao and Mow. I5 In this 
section, we summarize their results. 

Since the incident longitudinal wave has the time fac- 
tor e- ‘“‘, the elastic field due to scattering has also the 
same time factor. In the following analysis, we omit this 
time factor, and concentrate on the spatial part of the so- 
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lution. Also, since our scattering problem has an axisym- 
metry with respect to the z axis, the displacement field in 
spherical coordinates (&+#I), can be expressed in terms of 
two displacement potentials Q> and Y as 

av 
Um=VQm+VX es= , m=l or 2, ( 1 (7) 

where e+ is a base vector for the I$ axis, and the potentials 
satisfy the following equations: 

V2@” + PLmQm=O, V2Yrn + PTmYm=O, (8) 

where 

km = w’cLm, CLm= d2Pm + Am/Pm9 

kTm y W/CTm, cTm= iurn/prn (9) 

In material 1, the potentials are decomposed into the inci- 
dent and reflected waves. Thus the expansions of the po- 
tentials in terms of spherical harmonics are given by 

$d=@ + a,: y’zyr, 

cP’=+o i (2n + l)injn(kLIr)Pn (cos 0), 
n=O 

a’o== -;, 
Ll 

W= f A,h,(k,,r)P, (cos e), 
n=O 

Y’= 5 B,h,(kTlr)Pn (cos Oj, 
n=O 

(P2= - f$ C,&(k,,r)P, (cos f3), 
n=O 

Y2= - 2 D&(k,r)y,, (COS e), 
n=o 

(10) 

where j,z is the spherical Bessel function of the first kind, 
h, is the spherical Hankel function of the first kind, and 
P, is the Legendre polynomials. Here A,, B,, C, and D, are 
the expansion coefficients, which are to be determined by 
the boundary conditions (4). From (7) and (lo), the dis- 
placement field and the stress field in each material are 
given by 

,A, + Bn&Pn (~0s 01, 

) St0 (-@oE2++ 
dP, 

u/j*=- n~21 + Bn~22) z (~0s 01, 

n91 + %532~~,, (cos 01, 

dP, 
n41+ Bn~42) z (~0s 0) 

urz= - ; nio (G13 + Dn~,dPn (~0s ‘3, 

urn= -- ; nio (C&23 + D&24) $) (cos e>, 

ffri-2= - -pr 2p2 i. (‘Q33 + Dn~34)P,, (~0s 01, 

~re2= - -;T 2p2 a;o (C&43 + Q&d 2 (cos 0), 

where 

(11) 

(12) 

EI= - i’Y2n + 1) [nj,(hr) - hrj,+ I(kLlr)], 

e2= - i”(2n + l)jn(kLlr), 

e3= - F(2n + 1) [ (n2 - n - ~(kTIr)2)jn(kLlr) 

+ 2kLltin +. I (kd 1, 

Q= - i”(2a + 1) [(n - l)jn(kLlr) 

- hrjn+ l&.dl, 
cl=nh,(kLd - kurhn+ l(kLlr), 

c=h,AkLlr), 

E31=fn2 - n - ~(kTlrj2]h,(kLIr) 

+ 2kLlrhn + I Uwh 

e41=(n - lM&d - kd, + l&+-j, 

%= - n(n + l)h,@Tlr), 

%= - (n f l)hn(kTlrj i- kT1rh,+ I(kTIrj, (13) 

E32= - fdn -!- 1) [(n - l)hn(kTlrj 

- hrh, + 1 (hr) 1, 

n2 - 1 -; (kTlrj2 

- h-d, + I (kTl& 

+=Ylj,(k~2r) - kL2rjn + I(~Lz~), 

%==jn&&, 

%=ln2 - n - f(k~rj21j,(kL2r> + 2kL2v;+ l(k~2r 

e43=(n - lMkL2r) - JiLgi,,+ lUw9, 

a= - n(n -I- l)j,(kw>, 

e24= - (n-l- llMke9 + by,,+ lUw9, 

EM= - n(n + l)[(n - l)j,(knrI 

,I, 
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-k72rjn+l&-dl, 
EM= - [n2 - 1 -f(klzr)2]j,(k,r) 

- keh+ l&d. 
1 I Substituting ( 11) and (12) into (4) we obtain 

1 JAI El2 E13 E14 An El 
I E21 -& Ew E24 4, E2 

E31 E32 pE33 pE34 cn 
=a0 > 

E3 
I 

,E41 E42 pE43 P-KM- _Dn_ _E4, 

I where 
I 
I E~=(egjr=a, Ei=(ei)r=a, 

and 

P =Iu2h* 

IV. DYNAMIC INHOMOGENEITY 

(14.1 

(15) 

(16) 

In this section, we will show that the exact closed form 
solution can be obtained for the inhomogeneity problem 
with the dynamic part of the eigenstrain e$(t> given by 
( 1 j, if the following condition is met: 

et = e&, e$=O (ifj). (17) 
Equation (17) ensures that the dynamic inhomogeneity 
problem is axisymmetric with respect to the z axis. Thus 
this problem can be solved in exactly the same manner as 
the scattering problem in the previous section except a few 
changes. 

If the eigenstrain is no longer axisymmetric, then the 
vector representation for the displacement (7) requires 
four displacement potentials [i.e., @ and (YI,Y2,Y3)]. 
Thus Eq. (7) has to be modified. Furthermore, the full 
expansions of the potentials @ and v/i (i = 1,2,3) with re- 
spect to (r&b) coordinates are required instead of the 
expansions with respect to (r,(9) coordinates only [see 
Equation (lo)]. Although the procedure for the general 
case is still straightforward, the algebra becomes substan- 
tially more complicated. In this paper, however, only the 
axisymmetric case will be considered. 

The elastic lield due to the dynamic part of the eigen- 
strain ( 1) has the same time factor e - liw’. In the following, 
we omit this time factor, and concentrate on the spatial 
part of the solution. By noting that now, instead of the 
incident wave, the dynamic eigenstrain is present, the dis- 
placement field and the stress field in each material can be 
expressed as: 

u,, =- ; nzo (&II + Bn~,2V’n (~0s 0)s 

ug*=- ; nzo (4~2, + Bn~22) 2 (~0s 01, 

%I=7 2/h nzo (A~31 +B#32)Ptj (COS e>, 
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~rel =yr 2/h % LG41+Bn~42) 2 (COS 01, (18) 

ur2= - - ; nzo (G&13 +W14V'n (cos@, 

QZ -- : ngo (c&3 + D&24) 2 (cos 8)) 

o;n= ---p 2p2 f. t Q33 i- Dn~34U’n (~0s 0) - u %, 

ora= --y-T 2p2 n.. CC,+543 + Dncd 2 (~0s 0) 

8 
- ur%2~ (19) 

where Ed ( l<i,j<4) are exactly same as those in ( 13), 
except that now the wave numbers kLm and kTm are given 
by 

2w 2.3 
kLm=-, kT,=-, 

CLm cTm 
(20) 

and A,,, B,, C,,, and D, are the expansion coefficients which 
are to be determined by the boundary conditions (4). 
a$ and a& are the eigenstresses in the spherical coordi- 
nates derived from ( l7), and given by 

*- u&?--3 ‘(UT* -GT3)P2 (COStI) +f(20?1 

+0?3Po (case), 
1 

a%= -5 (a 4 
?I-~%) Jg- (cos e), 

ff B - 2p2a$ + &a&& * ag =ie$. 

Substituting (18) and (19) into (4) we obtain 

41 El2 E13 64 

E,I&& f-h 

E31 E32 pE33 pE34 

-E41 E42 pE43 P&_ 

(21) 

(22) 

42 0 

8, a2 0 
=- 

G WI f3n ' 

-Dn- f 4n- 

(23) 

where the matrix Eij is the same as the one in (14) and 

f30= - fw Tl + c f3A 

f32=&+ - cS3), 

f3n=0, if n#0,2, 

f42=fb * 
11 - flf3>9 

f4n=0, if n#2. (24) 
It is seen from Eqs. (23) and (24) that A,, B,, C,, and 
D, (n = 0 and 2) are the only nonvanishing expansion 
coefficients. 

Let us now consider a special type of eigenstrain: 

e$ = e*Sp (25) 
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This corresponds to the uniform expansion (or contrac- 
tion) of the dynamic inhomogeneity. Substituting (25) 
into (24) through (22), we have 

f30= - (2~2 + 3A2)a*, 

f3n=0, tln&T+ ==={1,2,3 ,... } 

f4n=0, Vnd+ + CO), (26) 

where 

a* =ie*. (27) 

Solving Eq. (23) with (26), and substituting the results 
into ( 18) and ( 19), we finally obtain in Cartesian coordi- 
nates: 

uj(X)=R(xi/r)jl(kL2a)hl(kLlr), xeR3 -i?+ 

u:(x) =R(xi/r)jl(kL2r)hl(kLla), XEI(Z, (28) 

where 

R = ( 2p2 + 3A2/2S) kLlkL2de*, 

S=~2/2(k~aj2kLlajO(kL2a)h~(ktla) 

-~l/2(kTlaj2kL2ajl(kL2a)ho(kLla) 

+ 2k~lk~2a2jl(kL~a)hl(k~la)(~1--~2>- (29) 

When materials 1 and 2 are the same, we have a dynamic 
inclusion problem.14 Then we have 

p~=p2=p, A,=A,==il. (30) 
Substituting (30) into (28) and (29), we obtain 

ui’(x)=R(xi/rjjl(kLa)hl(kLr), xcR3 - !A 

U:(X) 4R(XJr)jI(kLr)hl(kLa), Xdl, (31) 
where 

R=i(2p + 3i1/2,u + A)kla2e*. (32) 

It can be shown that the displacement field given by Eqs. 
(31) and (32) is exactly the same as the one derived from 
the results for the dynamic inclusion problem.14 

V. ESHELBY’S PROBLEM 

The inhomogeneity problem with the static part of the 
eigenstrain es(t) given by ( 1) constitutes Eshelby’s prob- 
lem.16P17 The elastic field inside the inhomogeneity can be 
obtained in a fairly simple manner by using Eshelby’s 
equivalent inclusion method. The elastic field outside the 
inhomogeneity, however, is rather complicated even if we 
used Eshelby’s result. l7 Here we will use the result ob- 
tained by Mikata and Nemat-Nassert4 for computing the 
elastic field outside the inhomogeneity. 

Following Eshelby, the strain for the inside of the in- 
homogeneity is given by 

eij=S& a$ f et?) in R, (33) 
where SGkr is Eshelby’s tensor’s given by 

2075 J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 70, No. 4, 15 August 1991 

5v, - 1 
sW=15(1 _ y1) Sipkl+ 

4-svr 
15(1 _ v,) (Giksjr+ aiFjk)9 

(34) 

and a$ is the static part of the eigenstrain e$(t> in ( l), 
which is 

a&=$e$. (35) 

ezr in (33) is the fictitious eigenstrain, which is unknown 
at this stage. The equivalence relation between the inho- 
mogeneity and the fictitious inclusion is given by 

C$J ekl- a;[) = C$Jekl- a$ - e$r) in a, (36) 

Equations (33) and (36) can be solved for the fictitious 
eigenstrain e$*. After some algebraic manipulation, we ob- 
tain 

2AMle$* + ALle~@Q=fij, 

where 

fg=&&,, 

R~kl=AM2(Siksjl+ 8ifijk) + ~2~i$kb 

AMi =pl - M, AL, =a, - L, 

AM2=pz - pl + M, AL2=ilz - A, + L, 

L=(2p + 3d)S + 2A.e, 

M=2p, 

(37) 

p=p* - p2, a=4 - A2, 

S= 
5-q - 1 4 - 5Y* 

15(1-VI)’ E=15(l -Y*) * 

Using (37), we have 

f12 
eF z et,* = - 

f23 

2AMr ’ 
f$J3* = eF2* = - 

2AM, ’ 

f31 
@T;ic=@.=- 

2AM* ’ 

and 

I 

2L+f1+ AL, ALI & 

ALI 2hM, + hL* ALI 
ALI ALI 2hiM1+ hL1 i 

fll 
= 

1: 

f22 . 

f33 

(38) 

(39) 

4;” 
i I eT2* 

eF3* 

(40) 

No assumption has been made for the eigenstrain a$ yet. If 
a% = a& = at3 = a*, a$ = 0 (ifj), Eqs. (39) and (40) re- 
duce to e$ = 0 (i#jj and 

(41) 
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where e** = eT? = ef2* = e);*. Once the fictitious eigen- 
strain e** is determined from (41), the stress field inside 
the inhomogeneity is obtained through (3b), (33), and 
(36) as 

ffjj= - $bp,(l + q/l - Yr)$. x&I, (42) 
where 

b=a*&2 + 3Az/2AM1 + 3ALr). (43) 
Similarly, the strain field outside the inhomogeneity is 

given by 

e,i=S$~(a~l + eIt;*> in R3 - Cl, (4-4) 
where $$ is the static Eshelby tensor for the outside of the 
spherical inclusion obtained in Ref. 14 and given by 

2 
S$k;=y[Dg~~+~( -Au,@ + 3B+@ - %&fl) 

where 

+ dkl( -A tpmz~ + 3&&3 - 3CVm,,,y) I, 
(45) 

AijkF~i~k~ f Si$jI + SilSj,, 

B$tI’XixjkI f xFd!i + X,@fiij + XFfijk + X$$jl 

+ xixisjb 

c~kI=x+%% 

D~kF$(~iksjl + aifijk f r6i$kl) 
3 

- $xfx$jl f x$fijk 

f xFgil f xF@ik + 2rx$pkI) 9 

cf=-g$, 

1 a2 
8=g5-29 

5 7a2 
Y=j?--p 

(46) 

1 
p=l-qy 

q=u -V*jy1-22y1) ’ 

From (2b) and (44), the stress field outside the inhomo- 
geneity is given by 

flp=C&$%n(a~n -t egz:>. (47) 
So far, we have made no assumption for the eigenstrain 
a$. Let us now consider the following eigenstrain: 

aTl=a$=a3*,=a*, a;=0 (ifj). (48) 
Then we also have 

**- **- ** 
ell 422 433 9 e$*=O (i#j). 
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(49) 

TABLE I. Material properties. 

E (GPa) p Wcm3) Y 
‘4w3 380 3.7 
fzro, 

0.22 
230 5.8 0.32 

Thus we can write 

a$ + ef* =b6, (50) 
where b is given by Eq. (43). Substituting (50) into (47) 
and using (45) and (46), after a lengthy but straightfor- 
ward calculation, we arrive at 

2 
q-=3 4% 1_ y1 x .J..?z (q3(+3q, xE&..-., 

(51) 

rQ 

2 

20 

2 15 

3 

v, ;3 10 

I2 
INHOMOGENEI 

m 
5 

(a) 

25 

20 

15 

10 

5 

z 

E .“, 

co -10 

-15 

-20 

-25 

-30 

-3.5 

ha 

SCATERING 

0 0.5 
(b) 

FIG. 3.(a) Stress (a,) amplitude variations with &a at (40~). (b) 
Combined stress (ff,J variation with &,a at (40,~). 
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x2 = xflk. (52) 

Vi. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

In the previous sections, the three subproblems have 
been solved individually. Let us now consider the com- 
bined solution. For example, the combined stress field is 
given by 

uii(x,t)=-a~(x) +~~(x)e-~~~+a$x>e~~~“~, (53) 

where u $ o r, and u $ are the solutions of static inhomo- 
geneity, scattering, and dynamic inhomogeneity, respec- 
tively. Only the real part of crV(x,t) is physically meaning- 
ful. 

The material properties used for our model are given in 
Table I.1g~20 The matrix (region 1) is alumina and the 

0 

INHOMOGENEITY INHOMOGENEITY 

0 0 0.5 0.5 1 1 1.5 1.5 2 2 

%P 
25 r. I , I- r-rFjF---rl-j 

20 

15 

10 

5 

2 O 

2 
-5 

$j -10 

-15 

-20 

-25 

-30 

-35 

(6) 

FIG. 4.(a) Stress (uJ amplitude variations with kLla at (0,0+-z/2). (b) FIG. 5.(a) Stress (a,) amplitude variations with kLla at'(O,O, -a, 
Combined stress (cr,J variation with kLla at (O,O,a/2). (b) Combined stress (a,,) variation with k,,a at (40, -a/2). 

inhomogeneity (region 2) is tetragonal zirconia. The tra 
formation strain is modeled as 

e* 11 =ef2=ef3( =e*), e$=O (i#j), (: 

which gives a uniform expansion of the zirconia partil 
The volumetric expansion of the zirconia particle is usui 
expected as 3-5%,’ which gives the transformation stx 
e* as l-1.7%. The strain component e33 of the incid 
longitudinal wave may be, in most cases, 0.2-0.4%. T 
in the following computations, the strain ratio e*/e3: 
taken as 5. In all of the following results, the stres! 
nondimensionalized by ple3,. In Fig. 3(a), the str 
(o~J amplitude variations at (O,O,a) with a nondim 
sional wave number kLla for both scattering and dynal 
inhomogeneity are shown. It is seen from Fig. 3 (a) that 
the high-frequency range, the stress amplitude for dynal 
inhomogeneity becomes large. In Fig. 3 (b), the maxim 
and minimum of the combined stress (a,,) at (O,O,a) 
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FIG. 6. Stress (cm) amplitude variations with &,a at (O,O, -a). (b) 
Combined stress (u,,) variation with kL,a at (O,O, - a). 

shown for various nondimensional wave numbers kLla. 
The closed circle at ktla = 0 corresponds to the stress 
(a,) in the static limit. As a reference, the stress amplitude 
for scattering is also shown in a dashed line. It is found 
from Fig. 3 (b) that, in the high-frequency range, the max- 
imum combined stress is larger than the maximum stress 
caused by scattering alone. Similar results are obtained in 
Figs. 4 through 6 for the points (O,O,a/2), (O,O, - a/2), 
and (O,O, - a), respectively. It is naturally expected that 
the circumferential stress component (~$4) just outside the 
inhomogeneity becomes tensile when the inhomogeneity 
dilatationally expands. It should be emphasized, however, 
that we are concerned here with the radial stress compo- 
nents (a,) at various locations along the z axis. 

VII. CONCLUSION 

An exact closed form solution has been found for a 
dynamic inhomogeneity problem. By using this exact so- 
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lution, the interaction between the incident harmonic stress 
wave and the dynamically transforming spherical inhomo- 
geneity, which serves as a model to investigate the elasto- 
dynamic behavior of a transformation-toughened ceramics, 
has been studied. Maximum and minimum stress varia- 
tions with the incident wave frequency have been obtained 
within the transforming particle. It has been found that, in 
the high-frequency range, the dynamic transformation 
makes the maximum combined stress larger than the ten- 
sile stress which would have been obtained by the incident 
harmonic stress wave alone. 

It should be emphasized here that, in principle by us- 
ing the present results, any form of an incident stress pulse 
in time and any form of a transformation strain in time can 
be handled by way of Fourier decomposition. 
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